Geographical Study of Israel
Lecture 1
The Land of the Bible

Deuteronomy 1: 7-8
Turn and take your journey, and go to the hill country of the Amorites, and to all their neighbors in the_________________, in the hill country and in the lowland, in the________________, and by the seacoast . . . Behold I have set the land before you!

Deuteronomy 8:7, 11:10-17
Describes the land of Israel as “a land of ______________of water, of fountains and springs, flowing forth in ________________and hills.”  
Few places on earth of comparable size contain more geographic diversity than Israel.  The smallness of the land makes the variety even more amazing.

Why Study Bible Geography?

Geography is the science which studies the and describes the earth’s _______________and its associated phenomena, including climates, _________________, animals, and products.

Reason 1:
A basic knowledge of the physical and climatic features of the land is necessary for a proper understanding of the Bible’s central message.  
The Bible is a record of God’s involving Himself in the lives of his people in a particular _____________and______________.

Illustration of Reason 1:
1 Samuel 17 has the Israelite army on one mountain side and on the other is the Philistine army with Goliath. Why did they stay there 40 days?


Reason 2: 
By understanding the rich and decorative backdrop of the events in the Bible, you will have a heightened sensory experience that may even touch the emotions. To read the Bible without an understanding of the geographical setting is like a play without _______________and________________.

Illustration for Reason 2:
What is meant by “wilderness wonderings by the Israelites for 40 years? What was the wilderness like?

Illustration #2 for Reason 2:
What about Gideon and the _____________in the _____________Valley?

Reason 3:
Your understanding of the geography will affect your _______________views.  The mighty works of God in _____________serve as the very foundation of our faith. 


C. H. Dodd said:
In his History and the Gospel, “Some religions can be indifferent to historical fact, and move entirely upon the plane of timeless truth. Christianity____________________!

Reason 4: 
The study of biblical ________________has an important relevance to the teaching of scriptures.  
Studying maps and seeing pictures will help the Bible come_______________. Even better is a personal journey to Israel.
 

The Total Land Area

The width ranges from __________miles to a maximum length of ________miles. It is roughly the size of the state of New_____________.

Major Geographical Regions and subdivisions

Israel is easily divided into 4 major geographical areas starting near the Mediterranean Sea and moving across the land toward the______________________. These are crossed by other major ___________________features.

The Coastal Plain
•	This plain extends from the Ladder of Tyre in the north, southward to the Sinai.
•	It is interrupted only by the _______________Mountain Range as it juts out into the Mediterranean Sea.  
•	Israel controlled portions of the coastal plain only in times of great military and ____________________strength

•	The Plain of Asher
This part of the coast lying north of the city of____________.
It is about _______miles long and ______miles wide at its greatest point.

B. The Plain of Acco
This plain occupies a narrow strip of land between the the city of __________in the north and the ___________Mountain Range in the South.
C. The Plain of Dor
This plain is tucked beneath the western slopes of Mount Carmel and is sometimes considered part of the Plain of______________.
_____________was one of the most important harbors of Palestine and this harbor gave the Plain of Dor a position of strategic importance.

D. The Plain of Sharon
This extends from south of Dor to the ______________River. 
Until New Testament times it was sparsely populated.  Marshes and swamps were the major characteristic of this area during bible times.  
Its ________________inspired poets (Song of Sol 2:1) but discouraged settlement. 
The Coastal Highway
 skirted the plain eastward where the few cities of the plain were located.
__________
Was the most important city in the OT as it was located on the head of the _____________River.
By NT times the marshes had been drained. Herod the Great built an impressive port of Caesarea on the coast, giving Israel a much needed major harbor.

E. The Plain of Philistia
By ___________BC the Philistines had settled this area on the southern coastal region of Israel
Eventually the settled the area from the broad plain south to the Sinai
The major international trade route, the _________________Coastal Highway split into two branches as it crossed the Philistine plain.

The Five Key Cities of this Plain
Were:
Gaza                            Ashkelon
________________-			Gath 
Ekron

This area had rich soil and produced abundant ________________for large populations.
•	The Rivers and Mountain 
of the Coast
F. The _________________River
•	Judges 5:21
•	Most of the year this river is nothing more than a mere sluggish ___________________and may be totally dry in the summer.

G. The _________________River
•	The Yarkon rises as a strong stream at _____________and is joined by the Wadi Qana and the Wadi Sai’da form the southern side.
•	 
H. The ________________River
•	Located south of _____________and running out of the____________.

  I. Mount ________________
•	The scene of the might contest between _____________-and the prophets of Baal.  
•	This was fitting for Carmel itself was a contested area, both Israel and _____________________claiming it as their own, and so here the claims of the Phoenician ______________were suitable matched against the demands of the God who has no rivals.

